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ABSTRACT 

Shipments ofradioactive materials must adhere to dose limits specified in the Code of 
Federal Regulations. This paper discusses methods for evaluating shipping doses of vitrified 
waste. A methodology was developed for evaluating the change in vitrification composition 
required to maintain shipping dose rates within limits. The.point kernel codes QAD and 
Microshield were used to evaluate dose equivalent rates &om specified waste forms and 
radioactivity measurements. The Origen code was utiilized to provide the gamma-ray activity as a 
hnction of time a m  isotopic activity measurements. This gamma-ray activity served as source 
input for QAD. Microshield developed its own source fiom the given isotopic activities. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Fernald Restoration Management Corporation (EERMCO) is planning 
Fernald site in Ohio, and ship the vitrified waste to a disposal to vitrj@ waste 

site in Nevada. The amount of waste is over 200,000 cubic feet in volume, so the uitrification and 
Shipping process will be a major underraking Shipping must adhere to federal regulations which 
~ p e d a s  tna6m~surfacc  dosw on the shipping configuration. The activity Ievels in the silo 
waste is d@kctd to frary, so that the vitrification composition must change to accommodate 
incream .@$lo activity while maintaining shipping dose limitations. This paper discusses 
methods faFNPtautingshidding1ding requirements and additive dilution in the vitrification 
compositions to'niaintain shipping limits. 

DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employccs, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi- 
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer- 
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- 
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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11. SOURCE TERM 

A FERMCO MEASUREMENTS 

r 
Isotope TI, Yrs. pCVg Chain Isotope Tm pCVg 

YrS. - 
Ac-227 21.77 7670 u'U Ra-226 1620 477000 

& -- Bi-214 3.8-5 44Io00 u'U Th-228 1.91 7360 

Pa-23 1., +32760 ' 4040 asU 111-230 1 77000 76200 

' 202000 n'U Th-232 1.4+10 1lOO 

Pb-211- 6.9-5 19000 T J  U-234 244500 1160 

Pb-214 5.1-5 438000 atU U-235 7.0+8 94 
U-236 

PO-210 0.379 28 1000 U'U U-238 4.5+9 1120 

16000 ?J Total 1972754 

Radioactive isotopes and average activities in the si10 material have been identified and 
measured by FERMCO. The measured activities indicated that the main radioactivity chain in the 
siIo is associated with the Uranium238 series, with some additional isotopes fiom the U-235 
series and the Thorium-232 series. The measured activities are given in Table zf. 1. Uranium bad 
been extracted from the original ore, leaving the residue of isotopes. The most active isotope is 
Radium-226. Radium-226 decays to Bismuth-214 and Lead-214, both of which provide 
troublesome decays. 

Chain 

u'U 

a2Th 

z2Th 
W 
=¶U 

av 

B. ORlGEN CODE CALCULATIONS 

The Ongen code' will calculate the decay and buildup of radioisotopes fiom a given 
source. The source values of Table 11.1 were converted to mass and used as hput for Origcn 
decay calculations. 

Gamma-ray release rates for 18 energy groups as a finction of time are provided by 
Ongen.. These values arc used to establish the source term for shielding CaIculations. The most 
important isotopes for each group are shown in Table n.2, along with the percentage of the total 
dose as calculated by Origen. The isotopes Pb-214 and Bi-214 are very significant contributors to 
the total. 

- -- ----- - ~- 
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Table U.2 
Significant Isotopes and Percent of Total Dose 

m. 

Gamma Energy Isotope Percent of 
Ray MeV Total Dose 

Group Rate 
- 

1 0.01 Pb-210, Pb-211, Pb-214, Bi-210, Bi-214, Ra-223,Ra-226 0 

2 0.025 Pb-211, Pb-214, Bi-210,Bi-214 0 

3 0.038 Pb-211, Pb-214, Bi-2107Bi-214 0 

4 0.058 Pb-210, Pb-211, Pb-214,Bi-210, Bi-214, Th-230 0 

5 0.085 Pb-212, Pb-214, Bi-210,Bi-214, Ra-223, Ra-226 0 

6 0.125 Pb-211, Pb-214, Bi-210,Bi-214, Ra-223, Th-230 2.23-3 
7 0 225 Pb-212, Pb-214, Bi-210, Bi-214, Ra-223, Ra-226 0.83 

8 0.375 Pb-214, Bi-214 3.9 

10 0.850 Pb-211, Pb-214, Bi-212,Bi-214 6.34 

12 1.75 Bi-214, Ra-223, Ra-226,Th-228, Th-230 33.22 

9 0.575 T1-208, Pb-211, Pb-214$i-214 13 -73 

11 1.25 Pb-21 I, Bi-214 27.3 1 

13 2.25 Bi-214, Ra-223, Ra-226,Th-228,1'h-230, U-23 8 13.41 

14 2.75 Tl-208, Bi-214, Ra-223, Ra-226, Th-228, Th-230,U-238 1.19 

1s -'%-[., $ 3.5 0.66 Bi-2 14, Ra-223, Ra-226,Th-228, Th-230, U-23 8 
.1 

16 &r-S.O PO-210, PO-214, P0-218,Rn-222, Ra-223, Ra-226,Th- 0 
228, Th-230 - s  

17 7.0 Po-220, Po-214, Po-21 8,RnwZ22, Ra-223, Ra-226, 0 

18 9.5 Po-210, PO-214, Po-218,Rn-22Z7 Ra-223, Ra-226, 0 

Th-228, Th-230 

Th-228, Th-230, U-238 
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111. COMFOSITION OF VITRIFIED MATERlAt 

The composition of the vitrified material must be broken down into its elernentd fonn for 
input to shielding codes. The composition includes the silo materid mixed with a vitrification 
additive. FERMCO measurements of the silo materid provide the weight fiaction of compound or 
element in the silo material. In addition, the additive composition is given. For an assumed 
additive weight fraction, the clcmentaI weight fractions in the vitrified mixture is @en by 

where, 
WFi= Weight fiaction of element i in vitrified mixture 
niAi = number of  atoms of i in the compound multiplied by atomic weight of 1 
njAj = number of atoms ofj in the compound mukiplid by atomic weight ofj 
J = number of elements in compound 
WF,= Weight fiaction of compound in silo material 
WF,, = Weight fraction of additive in Vivified mixture 

The total weight fraction of element i is then obtained by summing over all the individual 
weight fractions of element i in the mixture. To obtain the number density of a given element, the 
vitrified mixture density is calculated. The mixture density is obtained from 

zc . I .  

.-$L' ~ .;** ,,a, . '. 

phax, -Density 
pm.- Additive Density 
psm = Silo Material density 
VF = Void fiaction of vitrified gems or pellets in shipping configuration 

...rL- . - v* , 

...$& , 

where, '? +.. . 4?r& 

The number density of element i is then, 
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Avogar&o ‘s Number 
N, = mt PHtv 

AI 

l i < \  

Shjpping of radioactive materials is co&olled by the Department of TGportation 

IV. FEDERAL REGULATIONS 

(DOT) and Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations. The DOT regulations are specified in 
Chapter 49 of the Code of Federal Regulations, primarily in Parts 173 and 178. The NRC 
regulations apply to NRC licensees, and are found in Chapter 10 of the Code of Federal 
Regulations, Part 71. This study was based on two shipping h i t s :  the activity ofthe shipping 
cofigurations must not produce a dose equivalent rate of more than 200 rnredhr at the surface 
of the container, nor more than 10 mrem/hr at 2 meters fiom the container. 

V. SHIELDING CODES APPLIED TO SHIPPING CONFXGURAnONs 

Two shielding codes were evaluated and appIied to the calculation of dose equivalent 
rates. Both codes arc point kernel codes which utilize build-up factors to account for scattered 
gamma-rays to augment the uncollided dose equivalent rates. Botb codes run on an IBM 
compatible PC. The codes are Microshield Version 4.12, and QADCGGF. Microshield is a 
microcomputer version of the rnainfiame code ISOSHIELD, and QADCGGP is a recent version 
of the DOE QAD codes which uses combinatorial geometty and geometric progressioa evaluation 
of build up fkctors (hence, CGGP). 

A. COMPARISON OF RESULTS BETWFZN MlCROSKIELD AND QAD. 

Detailed calculations were done on vitrified waste cylinders with Microshield version 4.1 
and QAD to compare the two codes. The two codes agreed to within a few percent of each other. 
This agreement is considered very good since the source terms for the two codes were calculated 
independently. The QAD source was determined fkom an Origen calculation, while Microshield 
calculates a source _r &om , - isotopic activity input. 

fn&= to abtain tfih agreement, the new and improved build-up factors based on 
geornetri6pro’giession had to be utilized in QAD rather than the old QAD buildup factors. 

-re.- .--- 
G:,?. . ?? --, * 

It is anticipated that the silo extractions wiiI vary in activity, so the dose equivalent rates 
may exceed transport limits unless the vitrification process is designed to counter increases in 
activity. A computer code was designed and written to provide the proper additive weight 
hction to limit dose equivalent rata to allowable transport limits. The code uses the QAD 
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shielding coda in conjunction with some auxiliary codmg and subroutines to limit the surface dose 
equivalent rate for a given transport configuration to 200 mrem/hr, and the dose equivalent rate 2 
meters fiom the transport configuration to 10 mrem/h. QAD was chosen o w  Microshield for 
severaI reasons: QAD comes with the source code wrjtten in Fortran 77, SO it is amenebtc to 
alterations and additions, while Microshield does not provide a source code; the file structure of 
Microshield is difficult to modify, especially without access to the source code. 

The code which was developed is named TCDOSE, for transport confiSuration dose, and 
works as follows; The Main Program reads a file which provides measured activity and 
composition data. The code then calls QAD which reads a QAD input file, to obtain information 
which will not change during the course of the cairnlation. This information will include the 
geometry of the transport configuration, shielding mderials and compositions, gamma-ray 
energies, dose conversion factors, and detector locations. Initial values for the total source 
activity and vitification compositions are also read, and a preliminary calculation of dose 
equivalent rates is made. QAD must be run to put the data in the proper common blocks or 
storage areas. Two input areas must change in the initial QAD file to obtain the first iterate of the 
dose equivalent, based on the measured data These include the total source activity and the 
cornposition of the source or vitrified material. The Main Program will call a subroutine to 
reevaluate the silo material composition in accordance with the measured input data This data is 
stored in a common block in the QAD code, In addition, the total source will be changed based on 
the measured data.The total source strength in photondsec is also stored in common. Prior to 
making the first iterate with the QAD code, some parameters in a common block have to be 
restored to their initial values, since these values arc changed when QAD is run. A subroutine 
which restores this data to its initial values is called before each subsequent QAD mn. QAD i s  
then run With the source strength and composition provided by the measured data file fbr the 
surface detector. If the dose equivalent rate is less than 200 me&, then the dose equivalent 
rate and additive weight fraction arc printed. Ifthc surtacs dox  quivalcnt rate is greater than 200 
mrem/hr, the additive weight fraction is increased, and the necessary changes made to the 
composition m y  and total sourco, and QAD is r m .  Iterations are made until the surfkce dose 
Mls between 190 and 200 we&, aficwhich the dose rate and additive weight fiaction are 
pnnted. The vitrified composition is also printed to the output file. The procedure is then repeated 
for the dose quivalent rate at 2 meters, starting with the weight fiaction developed for the 
surface detktor:~When'&c &.s,%.. . * A  dose equivalent rate at 2 mCtm is bctween 9.9 and IO mrem/hr, the 
dose equmkrrt mte catcutation is complete. All output information will be shown on the screen 
and b in;a&yu.put fle. Figure VI.1 depicts the essentials of the calculational procedure. 

with 6 inches of concrete. The results indicated that the limiting parameter for transport is the 
dose equiiralent rate at 2 mctcrs. The surface dose equivalent rate o f  200 me& was met with 
the standard additive weight &action of 0.15. 

*. 'r 2 ." 

. +.+&C g:.:5:'- 

Soma results are shown in Figure VI.2. ']These results are for a truckload of gems shielded 
,,,*,-. ",&, ~ :x.>, .;.: . -., I 

. 
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Main I u  Read Activay 

Composition 

Call QAO to Initialize 
Static Paramelen Qad Input for 

Initialization 

Calculate new source 
and compositlan 

Change weight fraction 
Restore applicable of additive 

1 -  I QAD common blocks 

Call QAD - Calculate 
surface dose 

> 
Restore applicable 

QAD common blocks 
Calculate new source 

and composition 

No 

I 

Yes 

i meter dose 

Change weight fraction 

' c10 

Figure VI. 1 Essentials of Computer Code for Evaluating Additive Weight Fraction 
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Figure VI.2 Weight Fractions for 2 Meter Dose Limit 
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